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Women Lead the 
Resistance! 
By: Alleah Donahue 

On January 20th, 2017, Donald J. Trump came into         
office. He brings promises of racism, fascism, sexism,        
and utter horror. At his inauguration, only 250,000        
people arrived, a number quite low considering he’s the         
next president of the United States. On January 21st,         
people of the Resistance appeared in Washington, and it         
was more than three times the size of the inauguration. 

“Thank you to the millions of people around the world          
who, on January 21, came together to raise our voices.          
But our march forward does not end here. Now is the           
time to get our friends, family, and community together         
and MAKE HISTORY,” was the message the organizers        
of WMW (Women’s March on Washington) posted on        
their official site. There was an estimate of 500,000 to          
800,000 people who showed up at the march in         
Washington on the 21st. A much bigger turnout than         
Trump’s inauguration. And that was only ONE of the         
marches.  

Donald Trump knew that he had a weak turnout, and of           
course, tried to deny it. “I'm like, wait a minute. I made a             
speech. I looked out, the field was, it looked like a           
million, million and a half people.” (Vox.com) stated        
President Trump. Of course, his vantage point versus a         
bird's eye view, are very different. This has been noted          
as nothing more than an exaggeration. The meek size of          
his inauguration really shows in pictures comparing       
Obama’s inauguration to Trump’s. Continued on page 2 

Teen Pregnancy  
By: Malcolm Hatch 

 
Teen pregnancies have always been a big problem, but         
it’s always kind of been pushed to the side, with people           
usually blaming the woman the most for becoming        
pregnant. When women are raped they still get the         
blame and are told to just be more “ladylike”. Especially          
with the past election it has been full steam ahead with           
the way they treat women who go through these         
struggles. I went to do some research on it and there           

were some good things and bad things that were really          
eye opening.  

I am going to go over the first fact that I found which is              
actually a really good thing. According to `women's        
issues.com, “Teen Pregnancy is at an all time low.” I was           
a surprisingly pleased at this as it shows that we are           
progressing and doing better with this very big issue.         
The catch is that this is an all time low for America only.             
Our teen pregnancy rate is still higher than other         
developed countries. “Our teen pregnancy rates are two        
and a half times higher,” according to a journalist on          
source.org. So while it's good that we made progress,         
we have a significantly higher rate than other countries.         
Let’s talk about the effects it can have on the teen mom            
and the child of the teen mom. Teen moms have a high            
percent of dropping out of highschool, Only about 50%         
percent of teen moms get a high school diploma         
according to cdc.gov. In a study done by Swedish         
researchers has shown that, “Having a teen mom can         
double person’s risk of committing suicide.” Continued       
on page 3  

First Woman Police Chief  
By: Natalia Balderas 

 
On January 4th, 2017 Oakland received their very first         
women police chief named Anne Kirkpatrick who is        
57-years-old. Many people have opinions about her       
being our first women police chief. Our Oakland police         
department had a bit of drama, causing many of our          
police chiefs to get fired, causing us to get our new           
police chief. I believe that Anne Kirkpatrick will be         
making a good police chief, but seeing as I do need           
evidence, I'm going to be asking a few people their          
opinions based on the looks and past work of our new           
police chief. I will also being telling you more about          
Anne Kirkpatrick's past.  

To ask the questions, I went to Montclair to get          
non-Oakland people's opinion. The first question I       
asked was, “By the age of Anne Kirkpatrick do you think           
she will do good/last as our police chief?” The first          
person I interviewed requested to remain anonymous,       
but their answer was, “By the looks of her I don't think            
she’ll last very long.” Continued on page 3 
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Women Lead the 
Resistance! Continued 
By: Alleah Donahue 

(Continued from page 1) The Women’s March on        
Washington was incredible. Some speakers included      
Ashley Judd, America Ferrera, Gloria Steinem, Michael       
Moore,,, Barbara Lee our Oakland Congresswoman,      
Kamala Harris our California Senator, Van Jones, and        
Madonna . There were many other speakers as well. The          
rally alone lasted around four and a half hours. Many of           
the incredibly inspiring speeches can be found on        
Youtube. 

As I mentioned before, the Women’s March in        
Washington was only one march. There were many        
other marches that were going on after the        
inauguration. The city of LA was estimated to have         
around 650,000 to 800,000 people at their march.  

Oakland had an estimated 60,000 people, and New York         
City (Trump’s Home town) had an estimated 250,000        
people turn up. There were even marches outside of the          
US. Places like Brazil, Australia, and parts of Europe         
held marches as well. It’s been said that Trump is the           
first president to have this many protests against him. 

I took part in the Washington march on Saturday, and          
got to interview a few people there at the march.  

I asked Malek Robbana, who came to the march from          
Montreal, Canada, why she was marching. “I’m here        
today because the next four years are going to be an           
assault on women. Democracy is an active thing, and we          
need to exercise our rights.”  

While marching, I met up with Jessica Hawke and her          
tenth grade daughter, Cameryn as well as their friend         
Kris Conner. I asked them why they were at the march.           
Jessica started, “It’s crazy, there’s a billionaire in office         
right now. Living in DC right now, it’s horrible. Like,          
you’re always surrounded by people who support him.”        
Camerynn agreed, “Yah, in school everyone’s talking       
about politics. It’s all anyone can talk about. After the          
election, a lot of people at my school were in mourning.”  

I followed up   
by asking  
them why  
they chose to   
come to the   
march in  
Washington. 
Jessica stated  
that, “Well,  
it’s so  

historic. I don’t approve of Trump, so that was a major           
factor of why I came. It’s nice to see how everyone here            
(at the march) today are also in support of women’s          
rights. They’re also in mourning. Although, I’m excited        
to see what else we can do moving forward.” Camerynn          
then added, “We also couldn’t stand back and not march          
here. We have to take action. We have to do something           
to stop this.” In conclusion, there are many people who          
want to take a stand. Millions of people, to be exact. 

Former fifth grade teacher at Oakland, California, Betty        
Olson-Jones was also at the march Saturday. When        
explaining how she felt at the march, she said that, “I           
was exhilarated by the March and am still feeling the          
afterglow of being with millions of women and men         
fighting for social and economic justice worldwide! I felt         
so proud to be on the right side of history and in            
opposition to racism, bigotry of all kinds, and sexism.  

And I was thrilled to see so many young women fighting           
for the rights that my generation has championed for so          
many years. It's just sad and frustrating that we have to           
keep fighting for the same things year after year!” I          
followed up by asking her what advice she would give          
young girls today. “As a teacher, I always tried to          
encourage my students to find their voice and be         
confident in their beliefs. Young girls are under such         
pressure to conform, to be liked and popular; instead, I          
hope they will realize that they are strong and beautiful          
as they are and that they can -- indeed they must -- be a              
force for change in the world. I stand in awe of my            
former students, they give me true hope.”  

The Women's March in DC was amazing! In the words of           
Malala Yousafzai, “If one man can destroy everything,        
why can’t one girl change it?”  

Photo: Marching down Independence Avenue 
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First Woman Police Chief 
Continued 
By: Natalia Balderas 

(Continued from page 1) My second question that I asked 2           

different people was, “With Anne Kirkpatrick's 34 years of         

experience with policing do you think she will do good/ last           

as our police chief.” The first person I asked responded with,           

“Yes I do but, it depends on which department she worked           

in.” When it comes to policing there are many different          

departments and ranks. Like being just a regular cop and          

being a detective are two whole different things because         

they both don't work in the same field. Some people who           

work with police departments don't even go out on the          

streets, half of them are doing office work down at the           

stations. The second person I asked named Susan said, “She          

could do good because she has a lot of experience with the            

police department but she also couldn't because that job is          

very difficult to maintain and continue.” The position of a          

police chief can be a very tough job to have because it's one             

of the highest ranks in the police department, so trying to           

have a regular life and having a high maintenance job is very            

difficult. 

Like I mentioned earlier, Anne Kirkpatrick has had a lot of           

experience with the police departments. She first started off         

with going to college for law then became a police officer for            

nearly 8 years in Redmond, Seattle. After those 8 years she           

started to teach as a criminal justice class for a small           

community college. She then served as a police chief for 3           

departments in Washington spending 5 years in each        

department before retiring in 2012. After retiring from chief         

she became a leadership instructor for the FBI. After being          

the leadership instructor she first applied to be a police chief           

in Chicago but was  selected our police chief. 

With those responses and her background story, I think that          

our Oakland police department will be perfectly fine with         

Anne Kirkpatrick as the chief. Seeing as she has been chief           

before she came to Oakland I'm sure that she will be           

knowing what she's doing and we will be in the good hands.            

Keep Oakland Safe Anne Kirkpatrick!! 

Teen Pregnancy Continued 
By: Malcolm Hatch 

(Continued from page 1) Meaning people who are born to          

teen moms are more likely to commit suicide. This is the           

same for the teen moms. Many girls will feel the need to end             

their life or the baby’s life because there is so much pressure            

to take care of a child. Whether or not they want the baby to              

live is their choice, but they shouldn’t have to think about           

ending their own life as well. Society also puts pressure on           

teens moms and will ridicule them. We are so quick to call            

people names but when they do something drastic like try to           

take their life, we want to act concerned. How about let’s           

care about each other right now and in the present. Teen           

pregnancy is very common in middle to low income which          

causes additional problems as most of these girls are not          

able to provide for themselves or for their children.  

There are a lot of resources to help out teen moms but            

they’re not always fit in the limelight. The most effective way           

to avoid teen pregnancy is abstinence which is just the act of            

not having intercourse. If you absolutely don’t want to get          

pregnant you have to take that way. The other ways are           

what I hope most people know, which is condoms. They have           

a 99.9 percent chance of working. Which is very reliable.          

Which can help a lot. Birth control is usually is a pill you take              

that has a 99.9 chance of preventing pregnancy. Just be          

careful as birth control doesn’t take effect immediately. It         

takes 7 days to work so keep that in mind if you decide to              

use it. If you decide to be sexually active always educate           

yourself so that you can stay safe and enjoy life. I already            

talked about suicide and if you are ever having suicidal          

thoughts I will leave a few numbers at the end of this article.             

No one should ever have to feel that way and to feel alone.             

You can also go to the Rising Harte health center which is            

adjacent to Bret Harte middle school. Everything is        

confidential so you don't have to worry about people         

knowing your business. They offer a lot of resources that can           

be very helpful.  

 -Crisis support for Alameda County: 1-800-309-2132 

-Oakland*, Fruitvale Academy 2640 International Blvd.,      

Oakland, CA 94601 (510) 536-6086-Oakland, Medi-Cal      

Center, Enterprise Office 8477 Enterprise Way, Oakland, CA        

94621 (510) 777-2300  

-Oakland, North County Multi-Service Center 2000 San Pablo        

Ave., Oakland, CA 94612 (510) 891-0700  

-Oakland, Eastmont Self-Sufficiency Center 6955 Foothill      

Blvd., #100, Oakland, CA 94605 (510) 383-5300 

-East Oakland Health Center 7450 International Blvd       

Oakland, CA - 94621 (510) 430-9401 

- Eastmont 7200 Bancroft Avenue #204 Oakland, CA (510)         

577-7040 

-Health center website: www.fredfinch.org  
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Water or Oil? 
By: Marnie Cavanaugh 

“Someone needs to explain to me why wanting clean         
drinking water makes you an activist, and why        
protesting to destroy water with chemical warfare       
doesn't make a corporation a terrorist,” said Winona        
Laduke. Water is a necessity to live, but clean water is a            
privilege. Americans usually have this privilege but a        
need for a new oil pipeline may take this privilege away           
from 2 million American people. The Mississippi River,        
that gives clean water to most of the east coast, is in            
danger of getting contaminated with crude oil. This        
pipeline, the Dakota Access Pipeline, is planned to get         
built underneath the Mississippi where there is a great         
chance that the crude oil will at some point leak out into            
many people's drinking water. The pipeline is on hold         
presently but the company continues to work at a         
$50,000 fine every day they continue.  

Another huge problem this pipeline is bring up is the          
location they decided to place it. The Standing Rock         
Sioux tribe’s land is being torn up to place this pipeline.           
People have been out there protesting for weeks not         
getting any promises or help protecting their sacred        
land. They are freezing in temperatures under -10        
trying to protect their land and their traditions but still          
no answers. DAPL(Dakota Access Pipeline) police are       
trying to control and contain the protesters from getting         
to out of control but there have been a few raging           
protests that lead to extreme violence and even a         
shooting that was done by the police. According to         
CNN.com, “Police and about 400 people who were        
protesting the Dakota Access Pipeline clashed Sunday       
evening as demonstrators set fires and law enforcement        
officers fired rubber bullets, tear gas and water at the          
crowds.” Protesters are doing anything to keep their        
land safe but it may not ever be enough to stop this            
pipeline. Sacred burial grounds are being dug up and         
people are being displaced. The pipeline company nor        
the government is giving them any respect. The land of          
the Standing Rock Sioux tribe land is under a treaty that           
was signed in 1868 to protect the land but the          
government and pipeline company are not respecting       
this fact and continue with construction, construction       
that doesn’t even have the right permits! The company         
that is creating this pipeline has no permits to do so, yet            

the DAPL police and government are protecting them        
and letting them continue with this act of illegal action.  

The Dakota pipeline may poison water for 2 million, it is           
destroying sacred land, it is going against a land treaty,          
but still no one is stopping it. There may be protesters           
but the government is still yet to realize what this          
pipeline is actually going to do to the people of America.  

Photo Credit: heavyeditorial.files.wordpress.com 
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Conflicts of Interests That 
Will Affect Trump 
By Micah Logan Jones 

Presidential elect Donald J. Trump has a lot on his plate.           
He has to pay $25 million because of the lawsuit on           
Trump University. He also has to pay a lease on his hotel            
in Washington D.C. Another problem he has to solve is          
that his Attorney General, Jeff Sessions, has a history of          
racism. These problems might change America for the        
worse. Personally, I think these problems will put a         
roadblock in Trump’s future plans. 

Donald Trump's Choice for attorney general is Jeff        
Sessions, he was block for making racist comments        
towards Thomas Figures.“Sessions were appointed by      
President Ronald Reagan for a federal district judgeship        
in the 1980s, but was blocked by the Senate after being           
accused of making racially insensitive comments about       
a former colleague. Thomas Figures, an      
African-American, said Sessions told him to be careful        
what he said to "white folks" and once made a comment           
sympathetic to the KKK. Sessions claimed he had been         
joking.” NBC News stated. Jeff Sessions also poses a         
threat to the law in California that legalises Marijuana.         
Continued on page 5 Donald Trump has some conflicts         
of interest that will follow like the hotel in Washington  

DC. Donald Trump is the type of President that will ruin           
his own experience. “Donald J. Trump’s global business        
empire will create an unprecedented number of       
conflicts of interest for a United States president,        
experts in legal ethics say. Mr. Trump has said he will           
separate himself from his company before taking the        
oath of office, but he has not offered any details on           
how.” New York Times stated. Most likely he will         
discuss this during his press conference on December        
5th. There is only one problem, he still owns it even if            
he hands over the business to his kids. He has his name            
on his merchandise, and lawsuits will affect that. These         
are the things that will affect him in a bad way, but for             
the people who dislike him, in a good way.  

“After Donald Trump is sworn in as president on         
January 20, he will follow a time-honored tradition and         
make his way from the U.S. capitol down Pennsylvania         
Avenue. Along the way, just a few blocks before he          
reaches the White House, he'll pass the Trump        

International Hotel. The 263-room luxury hotel is       
becoming the focus of a debate over conflicts of interest          
between Trump and his business dealings.” stated NPR.        
This is interesting, Trump mentioned his hotel in one of          
speeches. But what has that got to do with anything?          
Trump has a 60 year lease on that building, and owes           
money to Deutsche Bank. That hotel is also a block away           
from the White House, and if someone files a lawsuit,          
then Trump will be affected. 

Trump University, a school that focused on real estate,         
was another way for Trump to cheat money out of          
people. Their was 4 lawsuits filed against the University         
foreign who were cheated out of their money. Trump         
has stated that he will never settle, but he did for the            
lawsuit. This is one of the examples that Trump         
sometimes wasn't a man of his word. Also, if more          
people file lawsuits while he is president then he will          
have more issues and that will put a bad sign on him. 

These issues will affect Donald Trump during his        
presidency. More protests will most likely happen since        
he has put so much pressure on so many people. Most           
likely Prop 64 will be overturned. White supremacist        
will have the time of their life with a president that is as             
racist as him. Also, businesses will go overseas because         
most of their workers are hispanic. His plans will         
backfire and affect this country because of his        
arrogance. So it’s our job to make sure that in the next            
election he doesn’t get elected for a second term, and to           
do anything and everything we can to stop him from          
doing all the things he says.  

 
Photo Credit: Google.com 
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Sweet Dreams… If You Get 
Any 
By: Eleanor Sellman 

Sleep is the underdog in teenagers lives. It’s importance is          

trampled with homework, activities, and social media. Most        

teens don’t realize how important sleep is to their body, but           

they feel it when they are falling asleep in class the next day.             

The question is, how much sleep do we actually need?          

According to the National Sleep Foundation at       

sleepfoundation.org, “Teens need about 8 to 10 hours of         

sleep each night to function best.” Research has shown that          

teens do best with at least nine hours. Unfortunately, only          

15% of them get even 8.5 hours on school nights. But why is             

this such a big deal? Well, lack of sleep harms bodies,           

especially in teenagers, both physically and mentally.  

You might be thinking, I’m awake during the day and I don’t            

get nine hours of sleep. With the amount of caffeine,          

medicine and sugars kids eat these days, some teens don’t          

feel tired during the day even when they only get a few            

hours of sleep. However, there are endless consequences to         

sleep deprivation. According to Merriam-Webster.com,     

deprivation means, “the state of being kept from possessing,         

enjoying, or using something…” Around 90% of teenagers        

are sleep deprived, meaning that their bodies aren't getting         

the sleep they need each night. Consequences of sleep         

deprivation include limiting the ability to properly learn,        

listen, concentrate and problem solve. It may also lead to          

forgetting dates, numbers and even names. According to        

Jennifer Grant, a middle school counselor in Manhattan        

Beach, “...sleep affects all aspects of students-grades,       

performance, mood, eating, focus…” Surprisingly, lack of       

sleep can also makes your skin more prone to acne and other            

skin issues. More severe symptoms of sleep deprivation        

include aggressive and inappropriate behavior. When your       

body is tired, it is more likely to make wrong decisions,           

sometimes even on what food to eat. So, sleep loss can lead            

to weight gains. Lastly, a tired body is often a clumsy one,            

both physically and mentally, so being sleep deprived can         

cause illnesses and unsafe driving too. 

While many teens simply don’t go to sleep early enough,          

others actually suffer from problems such as Insomnia,        

Narcolepsy, Restless Leg Syndrome or Sleep Apnea. They are         

all slightly different, but they all basically makes it quite          

difficult to fall asleep. Insomnia is very common in teenagers          

but can happen to people of all ages. It makes falling asleep            

difficult, often resulting in tiredness during the day. Other         

problems, such as sleep apnea, are more serious and can          

cause trouble breathing and excessive tiredness, even       

following a full night’s sleep. Everyone can benefit from an          

earlier bedtime and possibly a natural medication.       

Sometimes going to bed late can’t be helped. School ends in           

the mid afternoon, and in the midst of after school activities           

and dinner, homework naturally gets pushed until later in         

the evening. High schoolers get an average of 3.5 hours of           

homework per night, so homework may push into the later          

hours of the night. Then, for many teens, it is time to turn to              

the relief of electronics. Some spend hours surfing the web          

or going on social media. By the time all this is completed, it             

is much later for a teen should be awake. Obviously, not           

everyone does this, but no matter what is keeping you up,           

bedtimes are getting pushed further into the night. The         

problem is, there is no fix to that. The only way to get more              

sleep is to start sleeping as early as possible. 

It is impossible to take away the obstacles that make          

sleeping difficult, but there are solutions to prevent sleep         

loss. First off, think of sleep as your first priority. Your body            

needs sleep, and your body doesn’t need social media. As          

stated on med.stanford.edu, “...teens are biologically      

programmed to stay up late…” Taking long naps makes it          

even harder to sleep at night, so try to use your energy to             

make your body tired during the day so you can sleep at            

night. Of course, it is true that teens have trouble going to            

bed early, but extra sleep before night will only make it           

worse. Another solution includes keeping your room dark to         

remind your body that it is time to sleep. If you make a             

bedtime and wake up time that will allow you to get enough            

sleep and you stick to it, that can also help. Note that no pills,              

vitamins, or drinks can replace good sleep. Actually, drinking         

and eating close to bedtime doesn’t usually help your body          

calm down, neither does exercise. It is important to exercise          

everyday so that you use up your energy and get tired, but            

doing so right before bed doesn’t promote a sleepy body.          

Perhaps the most difficult but effective solution is to put          

away all electronics an hour before bed. 92% of US teens           

own smartphones, and 72% of them bring cellphones to bed.          

The light and excitement of things on electronics stimulates         

your brain, so it is difficult to calm down afterwards. Instead           

of the phone try a book. The point is, sleep is your body             

getting a break from stress, and a well rested you is more            

destined to succeed. 

Of course, you might think the weekend is a perfect time to            

catch up on sleep, but unfortunately that is not so. Even if            

you get hours of good sleep from sleeping in on weekends,           

the human body needs sleep every night so that it has energy            

in the morning. Everyone enjoys staying up past midnight on          

a Saturday night, but study shows that a main reason teens           

can’t fall asleep until later is because every weekend their          

sleep cycle is interrupted. Continued on page 8  
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Does Your Facewash 
Contain Plastic? 
By: Madeline Rafferty 

Have you ever thought to yourself that some of the trash you            

throw on the ground, or even in the garbage would end up in             

the ocean, or in an animal’s stomach? What if I told you that             

the garbage you might have thrown on the ground has went           

into the ocean and killed a sea animal. Littering and landfills           

are a huge problem. There is about 5.25 trillion tons of           

garbage in our world oceans do to extreme littering. That is           

the weight of about 2,000 whales! Some of this weight is           

from these little tiny particles of plastic called microbeads.  

Have you ever seen those little tiny balls that are usually           

colored, inside of your cosmetics? Well this is what they are;           

microbeads are tiny pieces of plastic that are usually used to           

exfoliate skin, or give a deeper clean. They are found in some            

toothpastes, body scrubs, and face scrubs. These microbeads        

are a huge problem because they collect large amounts of          

bacteria, and then when sea animals think they are food all           

of that bad bacteria gets inside of their bodies. Sometimes          

these bacteria will pass on to humans when we consume          

seafood. The bacteria also sometimes gets to some birds that          

eat the fish. Even though these little tiny microbeads are          

tinier than a quarter of a penny, they can be a huge problem.             

There are many all natural, cruelty free, organic cosmetics         

out there that aren't harmful to the environment. For         

example, one of the organic, cruelty free, and all natural          

brands that I like is LUSH Fresh Handmade cosmetics. One of           

the stores that is close by is at Bay Street in Emeryville,            

California. This brand is fighting against the use of         

microbeads, the use of harmful chemicals in cosmetics, and         

animal testing. It’s not just the environment you are hurting          

when you use products with microbeads, you are also         

damaging your skin because the plastic damages the very         

delicate skin cells on your body. Storyofstuff.com states,        

“These tiny pieces of plastic used in personal care products          

are designed to go down the drain and into our lakes, rivers,            

and oceans — by the billions every day. They absorb toxins           

in the water, are eaten by marine life, and can make their            

way up the food chain all the way to our dinner plates.” This             

means that even though these microbeads are so tiny, they          

can hold tons of bacteria that can affect the whole food chain. 

Plastic is a big problem in oceans and land because it doesn’t            

biodegrade. This means that plastic stays in one piece for          

millions, even billions of years. Every piece of plastic that is           

created on this earth is most definitely still here today. If you            

think about it, it is pretty wasteful how much we use plastic.            

We get a drink that's in plastic, finish it quickly and then we             

just throw it away! Think about how many people drink          

these beverages encased in plastic, and just throw it away!          

About 100 billion plastic bottles are used every single year!          

About 45% of those bottles are recycled! This is why it is            

good not to use plastic bottles, or other plastic very often           

because they are very harmful to the environment. Instead,         

get a reusable water bottle, that you fill up yourself. These           

help the earth a lot. Another way to decrease the amount of            

trash in the world is to get a big container of something,            

instead of the singular containers. Some examples include        

getting a big container of yogurt, and put it in a reusable            

container, or getting a big bag of chips instead of getting the            

small bags. Cnn.com states that “Plastic waste discarded in         

the ocean raises a number of concerns, scientists say. It may           

damage ecosystems and marine animals, contaminate our       

food supply, and lead to chemical leaching.” This means that          

the chemicals from garbage, are very harmful to other         

animals, and the water quality of our world’s oceans. 

I interviewed two people that somewhat know about this         

problem. The first person I interviewed was Laura, my mom.          

I asked her what she knows about trash and microbeads in           

the world’s oceans, and she replied, “I know that trash          

collects in our oceans and this was highlighted by the recent           

tsunami in Japan a few years back. It is my understanding           

that there are islands of trash that collect that are enormous           

in size. For example, there is the “Great Pacific Garbage          

Patch”. This is an “island” of trash that is twice as big as             

Texas floating around the Pacific ocean. Regarding       

microbeads, I understand that many toothpastes, facemasks       

and hand soaps contain microbeads.” Then I asked her what          

she thinks people could do to decrease the amount of trash           

in our oceans, and she replied “People need to be          

responsible and throw away their trash properly.       

Additionally, trash that can be recycled should be. Items that          

must be thrown away should be examined before doing so.          

For example, throwing away a plastic six-pack holder for         

cans without first cutting all the rings can be hazardous for           

birds and other wildlife as they can get stuck, or caught           

inside the plastic.” Even though items are thrown away, they          

still go to garbage processing centers where birds may pick          

through the trash and get caught in the debris.” After I           

interviewed my mom, I interviewed my best friend’s mom,         

Jayanthi Adams, and I asked her the same questions. She          

replied “Trash on the beaches is a big problem. Trash can be            

described as anything from paper towels to glass bottles.         

There are people that don’t consider where their trash goes,          

and don’t care about the importance of properly disposing of          

their trash. Continued on Page 8 
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Sweet Dreams… If You Get 
Any Continued 
By: Eleanor Sellman  

(Continued from page 6) To get a student’s perspective         
on being sleep deprived, I interviewed a seventh grader         
and a sixth grader, both middle schoolers in Oakland. As          
stated by the seventh grader, “...get bored every night         
and have a hard time falling asleep. It's hardest on          
Sundays.” Sundays do tend to be difficult for many         
because it’s hard to sleep early after having been awake          
longer in previous nights. Unexpectedly, the sixth and        
seventh grader had very different thoughts on how        
sleep affects them during the school day. The sixth         
grader stated, “ When I stay up late and I’m really tired            
the next morning, then I’m really tired at school and it’s           
hard concentrate. The seventh grader obviously      
disagreed, because he said, “...by the time I get up and           
get to school, I’m moving….” This surprised me, and I          
came to the conclusion that maybe that's why many         
students don’t understand the importance of sleep.       
They aren't very tired in the morning, so they don’t feel           
the loss of sleep that much. Finally, I concluded that          
everyone has a unique case of sleep deprivation, and it          
is impossible to say that something is true for everyone. 

Sleep is significant to our health. It is difficult to get with            
busy school and social lives, but 8-10 hours of sleep is           
what we all need to thrive. Without it, our bodies are           
affected both mentally and physically, and not in a good          
way. Being sleep deprived is simply not a good feeling,          
and a tired brain doesn't put forth effort the way a well            
rested one does, meaning sleep deprivation affects your        
school work. Illnesses and depression sprout from loss        
of sleep. Furthermore, nobody wants to admit it, but we          
all love sleep. Feeling awake goes further than just your          
ability to go to school and not crash in second period.           
The feeling reaches into your mind and even awakens         
more energy. Sleep is a pleasure, and a necessity. Giving          
racing minds sleep is something that teenagers need to         
grow, and I guarantee that you will feel a whole lot           
better when you actually get your full 8-10 hours of          
sweet dreams tonight.  

Does Your Facewash 
Contain Plastic? Continued 
By: Madeline Rafferty 

(Continued from page 7) This leads to polluting of our          
oceans and beaches, which in turn damages the wildlife,         
and ecosystems. Microbeads are very small      
polyethylene or polypropylene spheres that many skin       
care products use as exfoliators for the skin.” For the          
next question she replied “I think it’s so important for          
people to get involved and get educated about the         
impact they have, and volunteer to help clean up the          
beaches. People can also make choices with the        
products they buy, and choose to not purchase items         
that have plastic materials.” These answers show that        
trash and microbeads in our oceans are a huge problem,          
and should stop before it’s too late. 

Trash and microbeads in our oceans should stop before         
it’s too late. Trash and microbeads are harmful, and bad          
for the environment, and humans, because of the        
damage from microbeads that hurt our skin, and        
sabotage the food chain. Hopefully this will send a         
strong message to people who don’t know much about         
this problem, and make them realize that this is the only           
earth we have, so we should treat it well before it’s too            
late. 

 

Trash that was thrown in the ocean. 

Photo credit: nationalgeographic.com 
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Do Protests Actually Work? 
By: Michaela Dunstan 

Almost every subject has some sort of controversy, from         
Donald Trump to Standing Rock, and what can you do          
about it? You can protest! Rallying together in one place          
is a great way to show unity in the form of civil            
disobedience. But what does it actually do? Does it         
actually do anything? According to quora.com “If they’re        
big enough, they work really well. They can bring down          
governments. In 1986 Corazon Aquino led a massive        
protest against the oppressive dictatorship of      
Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines. It was called the         
People Power Revolution. The military supported the       
protesters and refused to fire on them. Democracy was         
restored to the Philippines.” This means that if the         
protests are really big, they can make a difference!

 

Photo Credit:http://www.startribune.com/ 

Does this change your opinion to actually experience a         
march? I interviewed two people, the first person who I          
interviewed (Brian Dunstan) has been to several       
marches, demonstrations, protests, etc. The second      
person who I interviewed (who is anonymous) has        
never been to any kind of rally, but plans to someday.           
According to Brian Dunstan “[protests] make people       
feel empowered when they join a march because they         
realize that enough people are concerned about the        
same thing.” When I asked about whether or not         
protests work he responded, “if the protest makes it         
into the press then it will be noticed, but not always in            
the best light because press sometimes focuses on the         
violent part of the protest.” The second person who I          
interviewed would prefer to remain anonymous, thinks       
that protests are “something that people do to show         
that they care about something” and that “if enough         
people say they don't want something they (the        

government/ whoever the protest is targeted at,) will        
take it into consideration.” Continued on page 10 

Photo Credit: http://a.abcnews.com/ 

MEMES - A Great Cure for 
Boredom 
By: Alleah Donahue 

Memes, the hilarious sentence that goes with an equally         
funny picture. Such a simple idea, but they’ve still found          
a way to bombard the internet. “People enjoy memes         
because they are funny. People need to take a break          
from whatever they are doing to get some rest,” stated          
Vijay Krishnamoorthy on a comment on Quora. Memes        
are a great way to pass time, entertainers, and overall          
just a great form of humor. 

There are all different types, genres, and layouts of         
memes. Some memes are just a sentence or two against          
a simple background. Some are about politics, while        
others are about crazy looking animals. Some have        
characters or funny snapshots of movie or book        
characters, while others have presidential candidates in       
them. There are some memes that are based around         
dumb texts, insults and comebacks, and even bacon!        
Continued on page 10 

 

Photo Credit: i0.wp.com 
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Do Protests Actually Work? 
Continued 
By: Michaela Dunstan 

(Continued from page 9) Recently, people have begun to         
express their opinion more and more online. But is         
social media replacing actual protests? Brian Dunstan       
feels that “Social media has replaced protesting.” Does it         
actually do the same thing though? According to        
thedartmouth.com “young activists often use social      
media as a way to communicate, organize and raise         
awareness” One example of this is the Black Lives         
Matter movement which constantly uses hashtags to       
spread awareness. 

In conclusion, protests do something, even if it doesn't         
change the actual fact. It shows people that they are not           
alone in wanting to just sit there helpless while other          
people make their decisions for them. Something else to         
consider is that peaceful protests work much better        
than violent ones. Violent protests just prove the        
opponent's point. Just express your opinion. The fact is         
that other people share it with you! 

 

MEMES - A Great Cure for 
Boredom Continued 
By: Alleah Donahue 

(Continued from page 9) The word meme is Greek.         
Meme translates to “that which is imitated”       
(Google.com). But why do people love memes so much?         
What’s so entertaining about them? I chose to ask         
Sheyla Barrera, an eighth grader at Bret Harte, why she          
loved memes. She replied, “I like memes because they’re         
funny and express feelings about bad days.” I also asked          
Lizzie Ashford, another eighth grader at Bret Harte, why         
she liked memes. She replied, “I really like memes         
because they make me laugh. They can be really funny          
sometimes.” 

Another reason people would like memes, is because        
they can make you internet famous. Think about it, if          
you create an incredibly hilarious meme with your face         
in it and it goes viral, your social media would most           
likely start blowing up as well. There are all different          
types of meme generators, as well as photo programs         

which let you put words and phrases against a photo.          
Memes are easy to create, the only thing that can be           
difficult is having a good punch line. Being funny.         
Having people get and understand the joke.  

They’re funny, entertaining, sarcastic, random, and      
perhaps even stupid. Memes are about all different        
topics, which makes them appeal to all different people.         
Even the simple google search “meme” will bring up         
millions of hilarious results. In conclusion, memes rock! 

 
A comparison of Donald Trump’s hair to a corn of cob.  

Photo Credit:clipartfest.com 

 

Photo Credit: http://www.relatably.com/ 
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Animal Entertainment  
By: Ava Adams 

Have you ever wondered about the animals at circus?         
Many people don't know what happens to the        
hardworking animals, all the public sees is “cool”        
elephants standing on their back legs and doing tricks.         
What they don't know, you have to dig a little deeper.           
People take animals from their natural habitats and        
force them to learn all the tricks you see in the circus.            
The way they treat animals is animal abuse. The only          
difference between the two. It is accepted by society.  

I chose to interview a person who feels strongly about          
animal equality and animal rights. Linda Tracey is a         
professional dog walker and sitter. She loves animals        
and stands us for their rights. I asked her what she           
knew about animal entertainment. She talked about       
how animal entertainment has been “an acceptable part        
of society for decades.” Like I mentioned before, animal         
entertainment not only takes animals from their natural        
habitat, but trains them against their will. Animals        
shouldn't be forced to do something they don't want to.          
It's like if I took you out of your house and told you you              
had to perform death defying stunts in front of millions          
of people. Nobody would like that to happen. But then          
again it's fine, because they’re just animals and not         
humans. Linda also said, circuses, zoos, and aquariums        
are part of animal entertainment. They keep animals        
against their will and force them to perform for human          
pleasure. There is a difference between an animal        
sanctuary, where they help heal hurt animals and        
release them into the wild after they are better, and a           
zoo, that takes animals out of their habitats and never          
lets them go. I also asked Linda what she would do/say           
to help spread the awareness, she said, “I would support          
organizations that are against animal entertainment      
and try to educate people about the importance of         
animal welfare.” If Linda can help by doing these simple          
things, then so can you.  

I also interviewed my great aunt Sardha Nendha. She is          
from Sri Lanka and lives by an elephant sanctuary.         
Sardha brought all the different places that do animal         
entertainment to my attention. For example, Seaworld       
is one place in America that is a part of animal           
entertainment. Sardha spoke out about each animal's       

trauma. One example of animal trauma is animal        
hunting. Continued on page 12 

 

The History of Pop-Art 
By: Shayla Clinton 

 
Pop art was an art movement that started in the mid           
1950’s in Britain. It made its way to the U.S in the late             
1950’s, and it ended in the early 1970’s. Its early artists           
in Britain were Eduardo Paolozzi and Richard       
Hamilton, and in the U.S the pop artists were Robert          
Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns. Pop art presented a        
challenge to traditions of fine art by including        
imagination from popular culture such as advertising       
and news. Pop art employed aspects of mass culture,         
which includes advertising, comic books and mundane       
cultural objects. One of its aims was to use images of           
popular culture in art. Pop art is a form of abstract art            
that was and still used to express emotion like regular          
art. The main category pop art fits into is abstract art for            
its color, emotion, and postmodern art for its urban feel. 

One the most popular pop art pieces is of Campbell soup           
by Andy warhol. Yes I know that might sound weird but           
it's true that it was one of pop art's most loved art piece,             
well next to the color diverse piece of Marilyn Monroe.          
Just something about all the unique display of colors         
and urbaness makes it better than modern art. Even         
though they say pop art “ended” in the late 70’s it has            
not. There are still to this day graffiti and regular street           
art you see a lot of in Oakland. Even the popular English            
band, The Rolling Stones use pop art, has pop art on           
their latest album cover. Continued on Page 12 

 

 
Warriors Pop Art 

Photo Credit: Sanfansico.cbslocal.com 
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Animal Entertainment 
Continued 
By: Ava Adams 

(Continued from page 11) Sardha says, “Twenty percent        
of foxes wounded by hunters are shot again, a British          
high society sport. Hunting also disrupts migration and        
hibernation patterns for animals such as wolves and        
geese, who mate for life and live in close-knit family          
units, hunting can devastate entire communities.”      
Sardha also explained that there is not just one form of           
animal entertainment, there are many. Such as sport        
fishing, Asian elephant rides, pony rides, xsport hunting,        
bull fighting, and circus animals, not to mention some         
marine worlds. The fact that zoos are considered animal         
entertainment is widely argued. Sardha says that seeing        
animals as people can help gain a mutual respect         
between man and the animal kingdom. It can help         

people want to preserve and protect animals. It is only          
ok when the animals are treated with respect, love, and          
care. According to Daily Treat, “ There are a growing          
number of organizations dedicated to training service       
dogs to help those suffering from PTSD, particularly        
veterans. In fact, dogs have been proven so effective at          
helping combat anxiety, stress, and depression, the       
government provides funding to these groups.” So       
although animal entertainment is cruel and wrong,       
when an open zoo has animals and treats them         
humanely it helps people get through hard times.  

Animal entertainment is horrible, should be stopped,       
and should definitely be illegal. Also many people think         
that maybe only circuses are animal entertainment. But        
there are many, many different ways animal       

entertainment happen, along with abuse and neglect.       
Many animals go through physical and psychological       
pain from being chained in small confined spaces. If the          
animals are treated right they can help people        
appreciate animals, can want to help, and can also help          
a person through depression. There are ways you can         
help stop animals entertainment, it's very simple. Share        
this article with your friends and family and support         
organizations that are against this cruel from of human         
amusement. Let's stop animal cruelty today!  

Photo Credit: www.peta2.com/ 

 

The History of Pop-Art 
Continued 
By: Shayla Clinton 

(Continued from page 11) More pop art was used so          
after the war like the piece uncle sam. Also a lot of            
posters for like coca cola, of course comic books, and          
things related to war, specifically World War two, are         
versions of pop art. And of course there is still pop art            
you see today, but today you see a lot of political pop            
art.  

Nothing that will benefit us as a society, country,         
continent, or world.. Like I said pop art is used to show            
emotion and make you feel a certain way. Some are          
made to make you think, some to make you laugh. It           
doesn't really matter in the end pop art is art, and art            
never dies. So pop art hasn't ended, its just begun. 

 

Photo Credit: s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com 
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Under Armor vs. Nike! 
By: Samuel Desta 

Two of the most amazing sports brands are Under         
Armour and the one everyone knows, Nike. Have you         
ever seen sports players wear Nike and Under Armour         
and wonder why they are great? Lebron James, Steph         
Curry, Aaron Rodgers, and Rob Gronkowski just to let         
you know the sports brand they wear make them good          
athletes.  

I think that Nike is a better sports brand because it gives            
you more protection in physical sports and it looks         
better. But on foxbusiness.com it says that Steph Curry’s         
Under Armour shoes has been the top seller throughout         
the market. Kevin Durant, the former Thunders Star has         
shoes called KD’s and not that many people buy it. They           
are Nike shoes and they said if he wins a championship           
like Steph did then he will have the top selling shoe in            
the market. 

I asked some   
people about  
how they felt   
about Nike and   
Under Armour  
and what brand   
they like better. I    
asked my mom   
what brand she   
likes better and   
she said “I like    
Nike better  
because it is   
good to use   
when you play   

sports because it protects you from severe injuries.” I         
also asked my cousin and he replied “ I like Nike better            
because it looks better than Under Armour.” I also         
asked more people in my family how they feel about          
under armour and they said they like Nike more. 

I know that some people may think Under Armour is          
better than Nike and that’s okay because Nike and         
Under Armour are two great brands right now in sports          
and just to wear for a casual day. If you are a person             
who doesn’t like Nike or Under Armour you should try          
them in a sports game as I know that they will protect            

you from injuries and make you a good player on the           
court or field.  

Photo Credit: i.ebayimg.com 

 
Photo Credit: contently.com 

 

 

Photo Credit: cdn5.kicksonfire.net 

 

 

Nike shirt 

Photo Credit: slimages.macys.com 
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THESE BROTHERS ARE 
“BALLING” 
By: Jake Chao 

 

Lonzo, Liangelo, and LaMelo ball, remember these       
names. These three brothers played on the Chino Hills         
High School varsity basketball team and they       
dominated. Last year they went 35-0 in the        
league/playoffs and the tournament. No one could stop        
them, they’re unstoppable. Now the three brothers are        
living their dream of being in the NBA. Lonzo Ball has           
left Chino Hills this year and went to UCLA and he has            
improved them amazingly. LiAngelo and LaMelo have       
applied to UCLA and they will all most likely go there.           
The sad part is that it will be very unlikely that we will             
see the brothers play together on the UCLA team         
because they’re all so good that they will probably get          
drafted in their first year of college and go straight to           
the NBA.  

Lonzo Ball is definitely the best of the 3, he is 19 and             
currently playing like a beast out for UCLA. At the          
beginning of the season Lonzo helped the UCLA Bruins         
to a 13-0 start and an impressive win over         
Kentucky(Kentucky is one of the best Basketball       
Colleges in the Nation). Their first loss came from a          
devastating game winning shot against Oregon. Lonzo       
Ball has transformed this UCLA team into a final four          
team. Him and a fellow teammate T.J Leaf are just going           
insane and playing out of their minds. At 6’6 Lonzo Ball           
is a amazing passing point guard but he is very athletic           
and he can shoot like Stephen Curry. He has it all, and he             
honestly would be my pick to go first overall in the           
upcoming NBA draft because he is that amazing.  

LiAngelo Ball, the second oldest brother is currently in         
his senior year of high school and is playing pretty good           
along side LaMelo Ball. A few weeks ago LiAngelo Ball          
dropped 52 points in a game and the next night          
dropped 72 points! LiAngelo is a 6’6 Shooting Guard         
and plays his game really well. In the 15-16 Chino Hills           
Basketball team season him and his team went 35-0         
including the final tournament. LiAngelo averaged      
twenty-seven points and three rebounds in the 15-16        
season. LiAngelo Ball has already signed with UCLA and         
he will be a great addition to their team. 

LaMelo Ball the youngest brother out of the three, is          
really flashy and has tons of confidence. In a viral clip           
that has been everywhere LaMelo points at the half         
court line testing his defender and shoots it from         
halfcourt like it was nothing. This video has been         
everywhere and a lot of NBA players have seen that clip           
including Stephen Curry. When Steph was asked about        
the clip in the interview he said, “That was some          
confidence right there. The fact he made it. wonder if          
he’s done it before and missed it. It’s the         
highlight-driven generation.” LaMelo can truly be a       
really great point-guard if he works on his game every          
day. 

All of the Ball brothers have shown that they all can           
make the NBA! Lonzo can pass and get the ball to           
anybody on the court, LiAngelo can score 3 point shot          
or a post hook perfectly, and LaMelo can shoot and          
make it with no effort at all. The sky is truly the limit for              
these three brothers. 

Put Some Respect on James 
Harden’s Name 
By: Zachary Ebel 

James Harden. You probably heard of him before, as he          
is the Houston Rockets Point Guard. James Harden is the          
most underrated player in the NBA in my opinion. I’m          
sure a lot of you are disagreeing with me right now but            
by the end of this article I think I will have you on my              
side. First let me hit you with some facts. James Harden           
won Sixth Man of the Year on his second year in the            
league. He averaged 12.2 Points Per Game, 3.1        
Rebounds Per Game, 2.1 Assists Per Game, and about 1          
Steal Per Game coming off the bench. In the same year,           
his team (Oklahoma City Thunder) made it to the         
conference finals but unfortunately lost to the Dallas        
Mavericks. The next year James Harden, still coming off         
the bench stepped up his game and started averaging         
16.8 Points per Game, 4.1 Rebounds, 3.7 Assists, and 1          
steal per game. Still at 6th man he brought his team           
with Kevin Durant and Russell Westbrook to the finals.         
In the finals Oklahoma lost to Lebron James and the          
Heat in game 5. Continued on page 15 
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Put Some Respect on James 
Harden’s Name Continued 
By: Zachary Ebel 

(Continued from page 14) The next year James Harden         
got traded to the Houston Rockets and started        
averaging 25.9 Points per game, 5 rebounds per game, 6          
Assists per game, and 2 steals per game! He started          
averaging just under 10 points more per game than last          
year and tripled his assist count. After all this he          
brought his team to the first round in the 2012-2013          
playoffs. He didn’t even win most improved player. Who         
did win? Paul George, for averaging 12 Points Per         
Game, 2 Assists, 5 Rebounds, and 1.6 steals to 17 points           
per game, 7 rebounds, 4 assists, and 1.8 steals as a           
starter in both years. James Harden put up the same          
averages coming off the bench.  

Now here’s the real part. In 2014-2015 James Harden         
averaged 27 points per game, 7 assists, 6 rebounds, and          
2 steals, but who won MVP? Stephen Curry. Who         
averaged 24 points per game, 8 assists, 4 rebounds, and          
2 steals. James Harden was robbed of the MVP award.          
Yes Stephen Curry did bring his team all the way to the            
finals and get a ring but I don’t think MVP’s should be            
based off of how good your team is. I interviewed my           
friend Jose Larios on what he thought about James         
Harden. When I asked him if James Harden was robbed          
of a MIP (Most Improved Player) in 2012-2013, Jose         
said “Yeah he was, He should've won that year and he           
should've won MVP in 2014-2015.” 

My last point is last years season when James Harden          
put up some incredible numbers. Numbers that great        
players like Kobe put up and win MVP for. James          
Harden averaged: 29 points per game, 7.5 assists per         
game, 6 rebounds per game, and 2 steals per game. That           
Stephen Curry won MVP again for averaging the same         
stats besides less turnovers than James Harden. What        
did James Harden get. Nothing! He didn’t even make any          
All NBA Team. But players like Kyle Lowry and Chris          
Paul did. With the numbers that James Harden put up          
he should of at least made the 2nd all-NBA team.  

According to thedreamshake.com, “James Harden has      
been a Houston Rocket since the 2012-2013 NBA        
season. In the four seasons Harden has led the team, the           
Rockets have won 14 playoff games, which includes a         

run to the Western Conference Finals. From 2000-2012,        
the Rockets won 16 playoff games, which did not         
include a Western Conference Finals berth. The Rockets        
have almost amassed the same amount of playoff wins         
during Harden’s first four years with the team as they          
amassed during the 12 seasons before Harden landed in         
H-Town.” James Harden had to put up with Dwight         
Howard. A center that doesn’t want to run a pick and           
roll offense. Instead he wants the ball in the post. He’s           
not a winner and just doesn’t want to win that bad. Still            
like thedreamshake.com stated James Harden won the       
Houston Rockets 16 playoff games. 

Again this is my opinion and you can disagree if you           
want. You can bring up the opinion that James Harden is           
a bad defender but with the team that he is playing           
with, defence is like a break for him, he gives it 100% on             
offence because no one else can score like him. This          
year he is putting up incredible numbers again and is          
looking like this years MVP!  

 
James Harden in action 

Photo Credit:: www.realtytoday.com 

 

Photo Credit: thesource.com 
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2016 in Review 
 

By: Naomi Hartog 
Personally, 2016 was not a great year. There were a lot of bumps in the road, challenging events, and 

heartbreaking news articles. However, it wasn’t all bad, some good things were mixed in as well. I chose to 
highlight some of the main events and trends that occurred this past year. Just look below, and I promise you 
will find some you might have forgotten, and I’m sure you will think of some you would add to this brief list. 

Now let's take a trip down Memory Lane! 
 

Carrie Fisher’s 
death 

(1956-2016)  
--------------- 

“Carrie fisher 
otherwise known 
as Princess Leia  
passed away on 

December 27, 
2016.”

 

 Flint, Michigan's 
water crisis 
---------------- 
“The state of 
Michigan’s 

residents finally 
got what they 

deserved, clean 
water.”

 

Debbie Reynold’s 
death 

(1932-2016)  
---------------- 

“Debbie Reynolds, 
a well-known 

actress, died the 
day after her 

daughter Carrie 
fisher on December 

28, 2016.” 

 

The Zika Virus 
----------------- 

"A disease caused 
by Zika virus that's 

spread through 
mosquito bites.” 

 

 
 
 

Judge Antonin 
Scalia Dies 

(1936-2016) 
---------------- 

“Antonin Gregory 
Scalia was an 

Associate Justice of 
the Supreme Court 
of the United States 
from 1986 until his 

death in 2016.” 

 

Trump wins the 
election! 

--------------- 
“In one of the most 

shocking U.S. 
elections in 

modern political 
history, Donald 

Trump defeated 
Hillary Clinton.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Harriet Tubman 
appears on the 

20$ bill 
---------------- 
“Alexander 

Hamilton will stay 
on the front of the 

$10 bill, and 
Harriet Tubman 

will boot Andrew 
Jackson from the 
face of the $20.” 

 

Music legend 
Prince dies 

(1958-2016) 
---------------- 

“Prince news as the 
Purple Rain singer 

is found dead at 
age 57 of an 

overdose of the 
opioid fentanyl.” 

 

NASA announces 
that they found 

1,284 planets 
through their 

telescope. 
---------------- 
“The Kepler 
mission has 

discovered 1,284 
new planets. Of 

these newly 
discovered 

planets.”

 
 

Damn Daniel 
---------------- 

“Damn Daniel is a 
catchphrase that 

stems from a 
Twitter video 

montage featuring 
a voiceover of a 

teenager 
complimenting his 
friend Daniel on his 
fashionable white 

vans.” 
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Pokemon Go 
--------------- 

“Despite such 
reviews, it quickly 

became a global 
phenomenon and 

was one of the 
most used and 

profitable mobile 
apps in 2016, 
having been 

downloaded more 
than 500 million 

times worldwide.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Harambe 
---------------- 

“On May 28, 2016, 
a three-year-old 

boy climbed into a 
gorilla enclosure at 
the Cincinnati Zoo 

and Botanical 
Garden and was 

grabbed and 
dragged by 
Harambe, a 
17-year-old 

Western lowland 
gorilla. Fearing for 
the boy's life, a zoo 

worker shot and 
killed Harambe.” 

 

Hoverboards  
---------------- 
“Hoverboard 
Technologies 

engineers have put 
thrilling adventure 

into personal 
mobility.” 

 
 

Rogue One 
---------------- 

“The Rebel Alliance 
makes a risky 

move to steal the 
plans for the Death 
Star in the newest 
Star Wars movie 

Rogue One.” 

 

David Bowie’s 
Death 

(1947-2016) 
---------------- 

“Bowie's team 
broke the tragic 

news that the icon 
had died following 
an 18-month battle 

with cancer on 
January 10, 2016.” 

 

 

#OscarsSoWhite 
---------------- 

“Last year’s Oscar 
nominations drew 
howls of protests 

for their lack of 
diversity. This year, 

it’s even worse.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Rio Olympics 
---------------- 

“The 2016 Summer 
Olympics, officially 

known as the 
Games of the XXXI 

Olympiad, were 
held in Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil, 
from 5 August 

2016 to 21 August 
2016.”  

 

        Hamilton 
---------------- 

“Dec 4, 2016 - 
'Hamilton', the epic 

show about 
America's 

Founding Fathers, 
is changing how we 

think about 
musical theater.” 

 

Muhammad Ali 
dies 

(1942-2016) 
---------------- 

"After a 32-year 
battle with 

Parkinson's 
disease, 

Muhammad Ali has 
passed away at the 

age of 74.." 

 
 

Syria’s  
Tragedies 

---------------- 
“The Syrian civil 

war is the deadliest 
conflict the 21st 

century has 
witnessed.” 
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Beyonce's 
Lemonade 

---------------- 
“Lemonade is the 

sixth studio album 
by American singer 

and songwriter 
Beyoncé. It was 

released on April 
23, 2016, by 
Parkwood 

Entertainment and 
distributed 

through Columbia 
Records.” 

 

Dabbing 
---------------- 

“The dab is a dance 
move in which the 

dancer 
simultaneously 
drops the head 
while raising an 

arm and the elbow 
in a gesture that 

has been noted to 
resemble 
sneezing.” 

 
 

Super Bowl 50 
---------------- 

“Super Bowl 50 
was an American 
football game to 

determine the 
champion of the 

National Football 
League for the 
2015 season.” 

 
 

Orlando 
Nightclub 
Shooting 

---------------- 
“On June 12, 2016, 

Omar Mateen, a 
29-year-old 

security guard, 
killed 49 people 

and wounded 53 
others. It was both 
the deadliest mass 

shooting by a 
single shooter and 

the deadliest 
incident of violence 

against LGBT 
people in United 
States history.” 

 

Alan Rickman 
Dies 

(1946-2016) 
--------------- 

“Alan Rickman, 
best known as the 

scowling Professor 
Severus Snape in 
the Harry Potter 

films, died of 
cancer Thursday at 

age 69. Jan 14, 
2016.” 

 

 Singer 
George Michael's 

death 
(1963-2016) 
---------------- 

“Michael died at his 
home in 

Goring-on-Thames, 
Oxfordshire, aged 
53. He was found 

dead by his partner 
Fadi Fawaz on 

Christmas day.” 

 

Self-Driving Cars 
---------------- 

“In April 2016 
Volvo announced 

plans to deploy 
100 XC90 

self-driving cars to 
test them in 

everyday driving 
conditions in China 

in 2017.” 

 

Virtual Reality 
---------------- 

“A virtual reality 
headset provides 
immersive virtual 

reality for the 
wearer. VR 

headsets are 
widely used with 
computer games 
but they are also 

used in other 
applications, 

including 
simulators and 

trainers.” 

 

Police brutality 
through a screen 

---------------- 
“Police killed at 
least 289 black 

people in the U.S. in 
2016. That’s 

ridiculous, and the 
only reason we 
knew anything 

about it because 
the witnesses had 

phones.” 

 

 

Exploding phones 
---------------- 

“New reports have 
surfaced that other 
Galaxy S7 devices, 

like the popular 
Samsung Galaxy S7 
and the Galaxy S7 
Edge, have burst 

into flames.” 
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The Selection: Book Review 
By: Tessa lee 

(Warning: May contain spoilers) The Selection, a       
wonderful book that I recommend to all. Thirty-five        
girls come to the palace, some hoping to steal the          
prince’s heart, while some want his crown. One of these          
girls are the future queen. That is what the book The           
Selection by Kiera Cass is about. Some say The Selection          
is a combination of The Hunger Games and The         
Bachelor. Do you want to know more about this book?          
Read on to see!  

The book’s main character is named America Singer.        
The book is set in a dystopian society (imaginary         
society). The society in this book is called Illea, the          
country was named after a man named Gregory Illea. It          
is the fictional future of North America. 

America Singer is a five. Why this is, is that in Illea,            
North America, there is a caste system. The best caste is           
one’s. A one is royalty. The worst caste is eight’s, who           
are the homeless people and the runaways. Each caste         
has specific jobs that the people have to do. For          
example, if you were a six, you would have to be a            
house-cleaner or a secretary, because that is what is         
available to you. America is a five, which is the caste of            
the artists. She is a singer, and can sing beautifully. 

America doesn’t want to enter the Selection (the man         
that she would marry if she won is Prince Maxon), but           
her secret boyfriend Aspen Leger (a six) convinces her         
that she should enter. Before the results are out, Aspen          
breaks up with her, leaving America heartbroken. Of        
course, after the big breakup, she is chosen for the          
Selection. She makes friends with a four named Marlee         
Tames, and meets a two named Celeste Newsome.        
America doesn’t like her, and they become enemies        
later on. After that, she gets a mandatory makeover,         
meets her maids, and much more. You may think it          
would be all sunshine and rainbows living in the palace,          
right? Wrong, it’s not all sunshine and rainbows in the          
palace. There are rebels, who who don’t like the         
monarchy. They, of course rebel and try to invade the          
palace. The rebels succeed quite often. 

There is a sequel of the book too! The second book is            
called The Elite, and the third book is called The One.           
There are also The Heir and The Crown which are          

sequels, and some novellas. All of the known novellas         
are in the book Happily Ever After, which also has a           
map of Illea. Continued on page 20 

Are Dogs More Than Just 
Cute? 
By: Hana-dee Alizeid 

Which do you like, cats or dogs? Studies have shown          
that men are three times more likely to get a girl’s           
phone number if they have a dog by their side. Do you            
ever feel like your dog just gets you? It turns out that            
humans and dogs both respond to emotional sound.        
When your dog hears you crying or laughing the         
response in their brain is actually similar to that of a           
human’s. In fact, they interpret your crying as a another          
dog whining, which may make you want to cuddle your          
dog or puppy. 

Did you know that dogs cuddle up while they are          
sleeping? They do that to conserve body heat and         
protect their most vulnerable origins in the abdomen        
from predators. If you’re not always around to cuddle,         
leave them some clothes that smell like you. That will          
actually help them with separation anxiety. While you        
may think you have the smartest dog, animal        
psychologist believe most dogs are about as smart as a 2           
year old human. 

Dogs can understand more than 150 words, count up to          
5, and notice simple errors such as 1+1=3. Dogs are also           
capable of solving spatial problems (problems relating       
to the space around them). They learn the location of          
hidden treats, find the fastest location to the park, and          
operate mechanisms such as latches and simple       
machines. By the way, dogs aren’t completely color        
blind as mean people think. Unlike the three specialized         
receptors in our eyes to distinguish colors, dogs only         
have two. Because of this, they see black, white, blue,          
and yellow. Meanwhile their brains don’t interpret red        
and green, but instead they just see grey. Continued on          
page 20 
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The Selection: Book Review 
Continued 
By: Tessa lee 

(Continued from page 19) Personally, I think the book is          
great, but what do other people think? On        
.goodreads.com, it gives it a 4.25 review. A person on          
that site says, “I loved the whole premise of the book. It            
was simple, clean and just an overall great book.         
America, the female lead, is strong but has her faults, as           
she tends to be a bit whiny. No character is ever perfect,            
which I am sure we will see further development of all           
'The Selection' characters as the series progresses.” I        
agree with this person, the book is great. I love America           
as well, she is strong and feisty, but can be annoying           
sometimes.  

Commonsensemedia.org# says, “Filled with romance     
and political intrigue, the book is weak in its creation of           
a dystopian world, but the story's strength lies with         
protagonist America and her relationships. Throughout      
the novel, America discovers that she might be fit for          
the crown, and so does Maxon, who's looking more for          
an ally and friend than a trophy wife.” So this book has a             
weak point, but is otherwise an amazing read. 

An online friend Dangerouslyswt says, “What I like        
about the Selection is that it's not your average romance          
novel. There's Rebels, and the stuff that happens in the          
book is unpredictable, it always keeps you on your toes.          
America isn't your ordinary girl, she's not one for high          
heels or makeup, she makes the story more interesting.         
Maxon is also another character that isn't your average         
prince, it's like he's oblivious to what happens in the          
dating world. The King and Queen are complete        
opposites, none of the characters are alike and that's         
what I like about the book: the uniqueness.” I agree with           
this opinion, I think it is very insightful.  

Sometimes I feel like there is some bad parts as well as            
the good parts. The characters are a bit stereotypical.         
For example, there is the main character, the best         
friend, the mean girl, the little sister, etc, etc. Also, the           
history of Illea is confusing (I’ve mentioned this before).         
Also, the protagonist is named “America” which is a         
name that confused me at first (this may be just me).  

Overall, this book is a great book. It’s not a regular           
romance novel, it has a sequel, and I feel the idea for the             

book is great! You should read the book! You may not           
like it, but I hope you do, you never know until you try!             
Happy reading!  

Are Dogs More Than Just 
Cute? Continued  
By: Hana-dee Alizeid 

(Continued from page 19) Of the 75,000,000       
domesticated dogs in America, labradors are the most        
popular, but the most intelligent dog breeds are border         
collies, poodles, and german shepherds. However, these       
are measures of intelligence that compare to our own.         
Dogs are amazingly smart in other ways. You’ve        
probably heard of drug sniffing dogs, but did you know          
dogs can sense seizures, detect low blood sugars, and         
can sniff out cancer? In one study, dogs were able to           
identify 30 of 33 cases of prostate cancer by smelling          
participants urine. It’s believe that dogs highly       
sophisticated sense of smell can detect variation and the         
presence of volatile organic compounds. 

Their sense of smell is 10,000 to 10,000,000 times more          
sensitive than humans depending on the breed. A        
secreted fluid from their nose helps them smell by         
capturing scent chemicals in a thin layer of mucus on          
their nose. For a dog, breathing is different from         
smelling. A small fold of tissue called the alar fold that           
separates the flow of air flow of air depending on          
whether they're sniffing or breathing, which allows       
them to pick up pheromones in the air to locate and           
determine the readiness of possible mates. 

On top of it all, human really do love dogs. A recent 
study found that dogs activate the same hormonal 
response that triggers us to love and care for our 
children. A company that with studies showing 
decreased stress and anxiety, and it’s clear why they 
have become such an important part of our lives. They 
truly are woman and man’s best friend. Unless you’re a 
cat lover of course.  
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Chape Plane Crash 
By: Miles Bond 

On November 29th a plane carrying the soccer team         
Chaponscereal (Chape) and assorted journalists crashed      
in Columbia on their way to the Copa Sudamericana         
finals. The pilot of the plane radioed that the plane was           
out of fuel and there was also an electrical failure. There           
were also reports of bad weather in the area and crews           
had a hard time reaching the wreckage due to the steep           
hillside.  

Chape was on a huge winning streak going from the          
fourth division in 2009 to being in the championship for          
the first division now in 2017. They were scheduled to          
play Atletico Nacional of Medellin in Colombia for the         
final match. Atletico Nacional has asked that Chape        
should receive the title and offered to loan them players          
to help them rebuild. Chape refused saying they wanted         
to rebuild properly. None of Chape’s players are known         
nationally or have played on the famous Brazilian        
national team.  

Only 6 of the 77 passengers survived including a         
journalist, 2 crew members, and 3 players. I asked         
Charlie, a teammate on my soccer team, what his         
thoughts were on the matter. He replied, “I think it was           
very sad but it was cool how the team they were going            
to play in the finals gave them the trophy.” I also asked            
former UC Berkeley goalie Alec Rosenberg the same        
question. “I think it was very tragic how the team’s          
amazing season was ended just because of the problems         
with a plane. I play with a lot of Brazilians and they are             
very deeply affected, as am I.” I agree with both of them,            
as this is a great tragedy for the Country of Brazil and            
soccer around the world. Chape is being shown        
incredible support from the soccer community. 

This was a great tragedy that will tarnish the story of an            
amazing underdog story. Many teams such as Real        
Madrid, FC Barcelona, and Atlético Madrid have had a         
moment of silence before their games in honor of Chape          
and other brazilian teams have changed their logo to a          
black and white version of Chapes. The soccer world         
came together to mourn for this great tragedy and this          
just shows the community you get when playing a sport. 

 

 

Photo Credit: Washington Post 
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The Girl Who Lived 
By: Alyssa Street 

How early can you be born and still survive? Up until April            

12th, 2011, it wasn't thought possible to live after being          

born earlier than 24 weeks into a pregnancy. When Juniper          

French was born on April 12th, 2011 at 23 weeks gestation,           

no one thought it was viable for her to live. But she had an              

amazing will, and with the help of her family, advancements          

in medicine and technology, and over 200 staff including her          

personal nurse Tracy ,Juniper overcame all of her struggles         

and is now a happy, healthy five-year-old. Although Juniper         

was a micro-preemie, she suffers from no disabilities or         

serious issues like blindness, deafness, etc. that were        

projected by her many doctors and the one’s associated with          

children born at her age. 

The lives of Kelley Benham French and Tom French were          

changed forever when their daughter came into the world at          

23 weeks old. After her birth, Juniper was said to have a            

number of morbidities, meaning that she was supposed to         

die soon and wasn’t assured to even live through one night.           

In total, the Benham-French family spent 196 days in the          

hospital. Juniper was given an eighty percent chance of         

death or disability, had countless surgeries, and stopped        

breathing multiple times. But somehow, she and her family         

got through the experience little by little. The first time Tom           

saw Juniper, he was terrified because he loved being a          

father, but was scared that she would appear as alien to him,            

not as his daughter. It was intimidating because Juniper was          

in what they called the Zero Zone in the NICU (Neonatal           

Intensive Care Unit) with a bunch of doctors working on          

her. Tom was told that in the break, he couldn’t touch her            

because if he rubbed Juniper, her skin might fall off because           

it was so thin. As he placed his pinky in Juniper’s tiny hand,             

her fingers latched onto it and in that moment, all of Tom’s            

fears melted away and he fell in love. Kelley was also afraid            

when she saw Juniper for the first time because she didn’t           

want to go through all of the work she put into Juniper to             

watch her die in front of her. When the time came, she was             

excited and scared, but fell in love with Juniper and          

recognized her as the person who lived inside of her for 23            

weeks. 

One way Tom helped himself stay calm and Juniper stay          

alive was by reading the Harry Potter series to her. In the            

beginning, Tom wanted to read Harry Potter to Juniper         

because he wanted to read the title of the very first chapter            

of the series, “The Boy Who Lived”, out loud to make sure            

Juniper heard and to let himself believe that she would stay           

with them. He then continued to read on through the series           

of books that was over 4,000 pages long because he wanted           

Juniper to hear about children who could fly and do anything           

they set their mind to. It was also because Harry Potter was            

important to everyone in their family including Tom’s two         

sons who were in their 20’s. Most importantly, it was          

because he felt that Juniper needed to hear of a boy who            

survived a traumatic experience because of the love and         

protection of his mother. When Tom read aloud to tiny little           

Juniper, her condition would improve as seen through the         

monitor. Bruce Springsteen was also crucial to the        

continuation of Juniper’s life. Because he was important to         

the whole family including grandparents, uncles, and aunts,        

the couple had been playing and singing Bruce Springsteen         

songs to Juniper while she was still in the womb. In an            

interview with Tom French, he stated, “She loved the song          

‘Waiting on a Sunny Day’. It was totally appropriate because          

she had never felt the sun, it was the opposite and it was             

dark like a womb so she was waiting on the sun herself.” The             

nurses were also very helpful by making Kelley and Tom          

parent Juniper more because they were intimidated by the         

tiny, little being she was. They would say things like, “Come           

over here and change this diaper!” Juniper’s personal nurse         

was a woman named Tracy who didn’t lose belief in Juniper           

through the full 196 days, and she fashioned outfits for          

Juniper with chihuahua clothes small enough that could not         

be found anywhere else. The final and most important         

reason Juniper was able to persevere was because SHE was          

strong. Since the first day out of the womb, Juniper          

demonstrated extreme strength by playing tug of war with         

the technician during a cardiogram when she was a one          

pound baby with no muscle or fat. Continued on page 23 

 

 

Juniper French on her first day 

Photo Credit: media2.wnyc.org 
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The Girl Who Lived 
Continued 
By: Alyssa Street  

(Continued from page 22) Kelley Benham French wrote        
an open letter to Olympic gymnast Simone Biles from         
Juniper and from her as a mother. This letter tells          
Simone how she has helped Juniper gain the courage         
and strength back, and helped reassure Juniper that tiny         
people can still do great things. It tells of how Juniper           
similarly started to take gymnastics at the age of two          
because she could not hold still, and because she has          
crazy preemie upper body strength. According to Kelley        
Benham French in her article “An Open Letter To         
Simone Biles, My Preemie’s First Hero” on the        
huffingtonpost.com, “You have helped her counter one       
of the most powerful forces on earth: the judgment of          
other girls. You’ve helped her see what is possible.” The          
letter tells of how Juniper would always be tiny, how          
she is called a baby, won’t get hung out with by the            
other kids, and how she sometimes cries at night         
because she wonders when she will be “big.” But         
because of Simone Biles, she has realized that they are          
very similar heightwise and that she can do amazing         
and great things that are “Either going to change the          
world or burn it down,” as said by Kelley in an           
interview.  

When J.K. Rowling, author of the Harry Potter series,         
heard about Juniper and how Harry Potter kept her         
alive on an episode of Radiolab, she tweeted Kelley and          
told her how she cried after hearing the inspirational         
story and wanted to send them a package. Kelley had          
decided not to tell Juniper about the tweet because she          
wanted to reiterate that J.K. Rowling had done enough         
by bringing the Harry Potter books into this world, and          
by creating texts that became sacred to the entire         
family. On Upworthy.com in her article titled “J.K.        
Rowling found out her books helped save this baby's         
life. Her response was magic.” Kelley Benham French        
wrote, “He (dad) wanted Juniper, born barely viable at         
23 weeks gestation, to hear a story about children who          
could fly. He wanted to read to her about a baby who            
survived the most powerful evil in the world because         
his mother stood by his crib and protected him with her           
life.” Obviously, J.K. Rowling did not care about what her          
books had already done for the family because one day          
when Juniper came home from kindergarten, there was        

a package sent all the way from Edinburgh, Scotland,         
one of J.K. Rowling’s addresses. Inside the box, there         
was a brand new set of books inscribed with the          
message, “To Juniper, the girl who lived. Much Love, Jo.”          
The Benham-French family has received some publicity       
about this story through Facebook and other websites        
like Upworthy.com. Now Juniper thinks that Jo Rowling        
can come to her birthday party!  

As a couple, Kelley and Tom came out with their book, a            
memoir titled “Juniper: the girl who was born too soon”          
on September 17th, 2016. Kelley had already written a         
long paper about Juniper, but they both had their         
reasons for writing it. The book was really Tom’s idea at           
first, but Kelley felt that there were specific things that          
she could explain better. Juniper did come out of         
Kelley’s body so she also felt like contributing to the          
book because of that fact. Although Tom had written         
four books, none of them were personal books and he          
felt that their story needed to be shared. When I asked           
Tom why he decided to write the book, he responded,          
“You don’t write a book to make money, you write          
because there is something so fiercely inside you that         
you have to write. Once it was clear that she was going            
to survive, it was clear it was the most important story           
I’d every known.” The duo of Tom and Kelley also wrote           
the book, because they wanted people to know how         
many people fought for Juniper, and how crazily and         
inspiringly strong she was. They wanted people going        
through struggles to have resources unlike they did        
when Juniper was in the hospital. 

Juniper was what some might call a miracle baby         
because she survived the experience of being born        
severely premature to the point that was not thought         
physically possible. She had extreme strength and with        
the support of many others throughout the whole 196         
days spent in the hospital and the days spent recovering          
after that she survived. The experience has influenced        
who Juniper is now because she has been extremely         
tough since she was just a baby. Her mother Kelley          
Benham French told me, “She is small, and probably         
would have been, but extra small, and that has shaped          
her personality. She says things like, ‘I am the girl who           
lived, so I will be both pretty AND smart!” We all can be             
inspired by the story of Juniper, the girl who         
persevered, the girl who lived! 
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The Truth Behind Winnie 
The Pooh: This May Ruin 
Your Childhood 
By: Henilieta Lauti 

Have you ever heard of the authentic storybooks of         
Winnie the Pooh? Well if you haven’t, they were a very           
kid friendly series about animals and their daily lives. If          
you do know what it is, then you probably watched and           
maybe read some of the movies and books. But did you           
know that almost each and everyone of the main         
characters are diagnosed with some type of disorder        
or disability. For example Winnie the Pooh has        
Impulsivity with Obsessive Fixations. Meaning he is       
obsessed with honey and will do anything just to have          
it. If you want to learn more of the characters different           
disorders then go ahead and keep reading. 

Still staying on the topic of Winnie the Pooh, he has two            
more disorders that is shown. The second disorder he         
has is Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (also       
known as ADHD). According to     
strongmindbraveheart.com, “A strain of this disorder,      
inattentive subtype is when a person shows careless        
and indifferent behaviour towards his peers.” This       
means that Pooh was not really attentive toward his         
peers and not really in tune if you know what I mean.            
The last disorder he has is Obsessive-Compulsive       
Disorder (OCD). Proof behind this is that Pooh likes to          
count a lot. In the shows, it demonstrates how much          
pooh likes to count.  

Next on our list we have Owl, and if you’ve seen it, Owl             
is one of the smartest and wisest character, and was          
diagnosed with Dyslexia. The websites claim Owl has        
seen to be misspelling words by putting them        
backwards, rearranging letters, and swapping two      
different letters.  

Piglet, was the cute tiny little pig, but was diagnosed          
with Generalized Anxiety Disorder. And the reason is        
that he was always stressing over the littlest things. And          
since he stresses so much it kind of makes him have           
some sort of speech impediment.  

Then we have Tigger who has Attention Deficit        
Hyperactivity Disorder which means, again that Tigger       
is always hyper and jumping around. According to        

newhealthadvisor.com , “ One can spot Tigger jumping        
around everywhere as he is unable to control his         
hyperactivity. He is also prepared to taste food        
regardless of what it may contain. In addition to this,          
Tigger is seen as extremely impulsive and does things in          
the spur of the moment.” Continued on page 25 

 

 

Winnie the Pooh and other  characters 

Photo Credit: www.strongmindbraveheart.com 

 

  

 

Winnie the Pooh and the crew having a tea party 

Photo Credit:  https://knowledgeguild.wordpress.com  
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The Truth Behind Winnie 
The Pooh: This May Ruin 
Your Childhood Continued 
By: Henilieta Lauti 

(Continued from page 24) Eeyore as everyone knows is         
the donkey with a nailed tail and a pink bow on it, and is              
also known for being a party pooper. Well I think it is            
kind of obvious on what Eeyore has, Depressive order.         
He always shows his feelings on how he never wants to           
do anything. Also, never smiling or showing any signs of          
happiness.  

The last character we have is the most flabbergasting         
one. It is Christopher Robin, and if you didn’t know, he           
is the human who is best friends with all of the           
characters shown. He is recognized to have       
Schizophrenia, which is disorder that makes your mind        
feel and see things that aren’t real. Which is true          
because if you haven’t noticed the characters are stuffed         
animals and each one of their personalities may be         
representations of early experiences that have      
happened to Christopher Robin This is how he        
expresses his feelings in the world. 

I asked a sixth grader here at Bret Harte named Oscar           
Blair, “ Did you know why the characters were         
diagnosed from Winnie the Pooh.” He said, “ Yes I did           
think the had disorders, because I assume that the         
author had something to do with these different        
disorders. It also makes people more aware these        
diseases.” People need to be aware of their        
surroundings more, and in Winnie the Pooh they        
decided to diagnose the characters with disorders to        
educate the public about them. I also asked him “Do you           
think that being the characters given disorders affected        
how the movies and the books turned out?” And he          
replied, “ No because the movies were made for little          
kids, and I don’t think the kids could understand what          
the diseases and or disorders.” I agree with this         
because although they were diagnosed with disorders,       
little kids wouldn’t be able to understand or know the          
meaning behind it. 

I also asked Rosie Marshall, a seventh grader here at          
Bret Harte a few questions. The first question that was          
given to her was, “ Did you like Winnie the Pooh better            
or worse when you didn’t know about the different         

diseases and disorders?” Her response was, “ I liked it          
worse after I knew because, I thought Winnie the Pooh          
was an innocent and cute show, but learning about the          
diseases made Winnie the Pooh a lot more weird.” Again          
I agree with what she said because for me learning          
about the different kinds of diagnosed characters is a         
really surprising topic for a kid show. These disorders         
may have made Winnie the Pooh not as memorable and          
adorable. 

This might have ruined your childhood, and if it did I’m           
sorry, but this is really interesting how cute innocent         
characters could be recognized by human like health        
issues. People do need to be more aware of what is           
going on and by putting different awarenesses into        
things we do everyday, is a great way to get the           
information out.. Do me a favor and find a show or a            
movie that uses these kinds of examples and BE         
AWARE!!!! 

 

 

All the different disorders and disabilities 

Photo Credit: http://www.bforbel.com/  
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Ddos Attack!  
By: James Lau 

Have you ever heard of a Ddos attack? A ddos attack is            
an attack on your internet that will cut your connection          
to the internet for an amount of time chosen by the           
person attacking you. The attack works by sending a lot          
of fake requests to your internet provider that will shut          
your internet down. Even though a Ddos attack is illegal,          
lots of hackers still do it. Quora.com states, “The most          
common and obvious type of Ddos attack occurs when         
an attacker ‘floods’ a network with information. When        
you type a URL for a particular website into your          
browser, you are sending a request to that site's         
computer server to view the page.” 

 

If the attacker somehow finds your IP address, there         
might be a chance that you will get Ddos attacked.          
Webopedia says, “An IP address is an identifier for a          
computer or device on a TCP/IP network. Networks        
using the TCP/IP protocol route messages based on the         
IP address of the destination.”. Your ip address is the          
address that you might have a Ddos attack by. 

I went to ask a few people if they knew what a ddos             
attack was and if they could prevent one from         
happening to them. A person who wants to remain         
anonymous stated “Yes I know what a ddos attack is. I           
think you can prevent a ddos attack if there is firmware           
update available to install on the router.” Derrick Tu         
said “ Yes I do know what a ddos attack is and you can              
prevent enemy calling a specialist or you can get a dns           
protection.” There could be many ways to protect        
yourself from a ddos attack. 

Now since everybody is on the internet, you can be          
heavily affected by a ddos attack. You can prevent         
someone from accessing your IP address by not going         
on suspicious links you find online. If you get attacked          

by a Ddos attack, get help from your internet provider          
to get back online, or you won’t have internet for a           
while. Or the attacker is nice and only let the internet           
out for a few minutes. So good luck in the deep world of             
the internet. 

Photo Credit: cdn.keycdn.com 

Tyler1 Reformed 
By: Andrew Diep 

 
Tyler1 is known in the gaming world, especially in the          
League of Legends community. But unfortunately, he       
has had to take a break from the game. According to 

leagueoflegends.com, “Tyler1 was banned from League      
of Legends on April 30, 2016.” In the article it says           
“Instant Feedback catches the most unsportsmanlike      
players in League, but some people go out of their way           
to continue ruining games for the community.” The        
reason Tyler1 was banned from League of Legends was         
for verbally abusing others. In other words, he was a          
cyber bully. But now he is reformed and making         
changes in order to improve his behavior.  

Tyler1 is a famous streamer and youtuber . He is very           
good at the League of Legends. He made the challenger          
list many times but is not on that list anymore because           
he is indefinitely banned. All of his League of Legends          
accounts are banned and rarely plays League of Legends         
anymore. Instead he plays H1Z1 which is a survival         
game. In H1Z1 you go around collecting supplies to         
survive and kill zombies. 

I ask Devin, a student at Bret Harte, what he thought           
about Tyler1 and he said “he is a draven legend.” I also            
interviewed Derrick, who said said “he's awesome. He is         
every draven mains role model or idol.” The people I          
interviewed play League of Legends. This proves he is         
reformed his reputation and people know think fondly        
of him. 

People love Tyler1 and people think he should have         
never been banned from the League of Legends. The         
half community of League of Legends misses Tyler1 and         
hope to see him playing again soon. Tyler1 is the best           
draven player in North America. He is an inspiration to          
many including me. We want Tyler1 back in the game! 
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